OneScreen & The Department of Health
TM

Case Study

The Department of Health, Washington DC (DOH) is an enterprise size organization made up of over thirty different
agencies that all work together each day, from multiple locations. The DOH teams work at top speed and with critical,
highly secure information and need reliable, flexible technology tools that work seamlessly together, to support their
communication and collaboration effort.

Challenge:
The DOH agencies had acquired a large array of
existing communications technologies bothsoftware
and hardware which meant that many separate and
dispersed teams that needed to easily work together
were using disparate technologies that didn’t offer
adequate integration, functionality, or security. An
extensive amount of time and money was wasted
trying to make these diverse systems work collectively.
Also, this line of work involves a regular exchange
amongst team members in alternate locations in real
time. The DOH needed a collaboration tool that was
able to securely and immediately connect teams of
people in different locations, allow them to share and
annotate on critical information, and also work from
practically any device - all at the click of a mouse.
The biggest challenges the DOH teams faced:
1. The teams are dispersed. Some work from the
road, some work from the office, and some
from home, each using different types of
communication devices.

Working Togather

beyond the Conference Room

How dispersed
government teams
make secure,
critical connections
in one touch, with
OneScreen.
2. The teams need to know who is online and
available in real time and then have the ability to
connect instantly.
3. The teams need to securely display, annotate on,
and directly exchange all types of content to team
members in real time.

Solution:
OneScreen is the easy to use, all-in-one
communication solution that the DOH teams use
each day to quickly connect with their dispersed
teams from the conference room and the road.
With OneScreen these dispersed teams now have
immediate, reliable access to each other, the ability to
share visual content, the ability to mark-up content and
share it directly, and the ability to clearly communicate
critical information all at a moment’s notice. OneScreen
has the ability to operate as a single cohesive
technology that focuses on creating synergy amongst
disparate teams – beyond the conference room.
The DOH chose OneScreen and now they can:
1. Connect via video, audio, web, or whiteboard with
any team member, wherever they are with one
click.
2. See all team members’ online status and know who
is available at any time.
3. Display content for all to see, plus annotate and
directly send all types of content to team members.

5. Deliver effective, consistent training for dispersed
and remote teams.
OneScreen provides the critical functionality needed
for the DOH teams in a single all-in-one solution. And,
OneScreen is a plug-and-play, touch solution that
securely integrates with other codecs, is cost effective,
and easy to use. OneScreen offers a quick, clean install,
with quality design and unlimited, free training.

ONESCREEN IS THE EASY
TO USE, ALL-IN-ONE
COMMUNICATION SOLUTION
THAT THE DOH TEAMS
USE EACH DAY TO QUICKLY
CONNECT WITH THEIR
DISPERSED TEAMS FROM THE
CONFERENCE ROOM AND THE
ROAD.
~ Sufian Munir
CEO, OneScreeen

4. Securely record, store, and provide access to,
sensitive video sessions and content.
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